Register for an ORCID iD with ORCID@MSK

Use ORCID@MSK to register for your unique iD with the MSK Library and sync your MSK works (publications) from Synapse to your ORCID record.

Get Started Here: ORCID@MSK

1. Login using your MSK username and Employee ID.

2. You will then be directed out to the ORCID.org site. Fill out the brief registration form. We recommend providing a non-MSK email address that you will always be able to access.

3. Once logged in, you will be alerted to any publications (works) you have in your Synapse profile and can choose to have them synced to your ORCID record.
You have now successfully registered your ORCID iD with ORCID@MSK! Benefits include:

✓ Your ORCID iD will appear on your Synapse profile page.
✓ Any MSK works (publications) you selected will appear in your ORCID record.
✓ Your ORCID record will have been auto-populated with your MSK employment information, email address, and link to your Synapse profile page.

Optional next steps:

➢ Enhance your ORCID profile with additional employment, educational, or biographical information. All information in the ORCID record is under your control and can and you can set the level of privacy on what can and cannot be viewed.

➢ Add your previous (non-MSK) publications to your ORCID profile. One simple tool to use is the Scopus2ORCID integration, which will sync your publications from the Scopus database to your ORCID record. You can also use the NIH SciENcv integration, Crossref, Europe PubMed Central, and more.

For help or more information, see our ORCID informational page or reach out to us at Ask-A-Librarian.